Reading Endorsement Checksheet
(Fall, 2003)
RETeacher = Teacher with reading endorsement

Evidence of:

1. At least 10 hours in a classroom with a RETeacher
2. Observation of that teacher conducting assessments and providing instruction
3. Written description of roles and responsibilities of a RETeacher
4. Conduct an actual student reading assessment in collaboration with RETeacher
5. Provide instruction based on the above reading assessment
6. Attend an IAT (Intervention Assistance Team) meeting or equivalent
7. Written discussion of the relationship between the reading program and the state required assessments
8. Written discussion of the criteria for student admission into the reading program
9. Written discussion of scheduling alternatives and challenges
10. Written exploration of the RETeacher’s professional development and requirements to provide staff development to other teachers

__________________________________  ___________
Signature of Professor           date

__________________________________  ___________
Signature of Field Experience Coordinator         date

__________________________________  ___________
Signature of Licensure Officer           date